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South Africa - Weather
Scattered showers and isolated thunderstorms will continue on a frequent basis for the main
production areas in South Africa during the coming week. Rainfall will be enough to either keep soil
moisture near current levels or bolster soil moisture. The environment will remain favorable for
aggressive establishment and growth. Planting and general fieldwork may be sluggish during the
wetter periods, though producers will still have opportunities to get into the fields. • Eastern and
central South Africa into Northern Cape will see erratic rain evolve on a frequent basis during the
coming week o A frontal boundary will initially promote scattered showers today o A disturbance
will bring more rain to the region Friday into Monday with another disturbance likely generating

expected in Northern Cape • Western Cape will be mostly dry during the coming week
o Any rain that does occur will be lost to evaporation • Eastern and central South Africa will see a
mix of rain and sunshine December 24 – 30
o Western South Africa will be drier biased
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: mostly quiet weather pattern will be in place during the next two weeks with a
couple exceptions. Southeastern Missouri to southern Ohio and Kentucky will see daily rain into
Saturday with some heavy rain and local flooding Friday into Saturday along with some strong to
severe thunderstorms. The next significant winter storm system to impact the region may occur Dec.
24-26 with confidence for this event low. Another day of unseasonable warmth will occur today
from southeastern Missouri to Michigan, Ohio, and Kentucky where most areas will see highs in the
upper 50s to the middle 60s while the remainder of the Midwest is much cooler than Wednesday.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: The Delta and the Southeast will see a few rounds of precipitation
through the next two weeks with fieldwork likely to advance around the moisture.
o The driest areas from southeastern Georgia and northeastern Florida will benefit from rain this
weekend with most of the moisture across the Delta and the Southeast beneficial for winter crops.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: A restricted rainfall pattern will be in place during the next two weeks from Paraguay to
Parana, Santa Catarina, and Rio Grande do Sul and stress to crops should increase with serious stress
and declining yield potentials from central Paraguay to western Parana. Soil moisture is already
short from central Paraguay to western Parana and with only one round of organized showers
expected during the next ten days, stress to crops should continue to increase and may reduce
yields.
will be mostly light and should do little more than briefly moisten the soil
ARGENTINA: Favorable conditions for planting will continue in much of Argentina during the next
two weeks as a restricted rainfall pattern will be in place while stress to crops is likely to increase in
some northern, central, and eastern areas as the soil dries out.
o The best conditions for crops will occur from western into southern Cordoba, southern Santa Fe,
and San Luis to La Pampa to south-central Buenos Aires where showers will occur Friday through
next Thursday and soil moisture is still favorable.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: Regular rounds of precipitation will continue throughout Europe this week. The most frequent moisture will impact the northern coast of Spain, France into portions of Germany and the Alps as well as Italy
into Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Montenegro into Hungary and Slovakia today through the Monday. Moisture will increase over the U.K. and into France Tuesday into Wednesday as well as southeastern portions of
the continent.
AUSTRALIA: Restricted precipitation will allow harvest of winter crops and fieldwork to progress favorably through Tuesday in most locations. Precipitation that does occur will be erratic and brief enough that quality
issues should not be a major concern in most locations, although a few stronger storms over New South Wales may raise some concern in a small portion of the state.
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